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Homework 1

October 7, 2008 Due date: October 20, 2008

• Signed integers are represented using two’s complement representation.

• Please use the following notations for logic gates. Feel free to change the orientations of the gates and the
positions of inputs and outputs. You are free to use other circuits. However, if they are not introduced in the
class, you have to implement them before using them.

NOT gate AND gate OR gate NAND gate XOR gate

1. (10%) What are the 8-bit binary representations of the following signed decimal integers? Convert them
into hexadecimal.
a. 37
b. -18

2. (10%) Prove that (a){NOT, AND} and (b){NOR} are universal.

3. (10%) LetQ = A + B(A + C) + AC. Prove that (a)Q = A + BC. (b) Draw a circuit to implementQ.

4. (10%) (a) Create the truth table for the 3-input Boolean function, Ones, which returns the number of 1’s in
the input. For example, if the inputX2X1X0 = 101, then the outputZ1Z0 = 10 as there are two 1’s in the
input. (b) Implement this function with logic gates AND, OR and NOT.

5. (10%) In the class, we show the design of the 4-bit left shifter. (a) Please create the truth table for the
4-bit right shifter (in the similar form we used for the left shifter). (b) Write down the corresponding logic
expressions for each output.

6. (15%) As shown in the following diagram, design a 4-bit comparator which has two 4-bit unsigned integer
inputs,X3X2X1X0 andY3Y2Y1Y0, and a 3-bit output for the conditions ofX > Y , X = Y andX < Y ,
respectively.Hint: design a 1-bit comparator first.

4-bit comparator

X Y

4 4

X>Y X=Y X<Y

X>Y X=Y X<Y

7. (20%) Design a binary multiplier that multiplies two 3-bit unsigned integers,X = X2X1X0 andY =
Y2Y1Y0, and a 6-bit outputZ = Z5Z4 . . . Z0 andZ = X × Y , whereX0, Y0 andZ0 are LSBs. You may
use the notationX [n..m] to identify a portion of wires. For example, X[2..1] means the set of wires,X2X1.

8. (15%) Refer to the following figure for TOY architecture. Please specify the operations ofMUXA,
MUXB, MUXC , MUXD, MUXE, REGW , MEMW andALUOP during the execution stage for the
instructions ”subtract”, ”load”, and ”jump register”. Forexample, the answer for ”jump and link” would
be MUXA = 0, MUXB = ∗, MUXC = ∗, MUXD = 1, MUXE = 01, REGW = 1, MEMW =
0, ALUOP = ∗.
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